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COMMUNICATION
Tunable Mechanical Anisotropy, Crack Guiding, and
Toughness Enhancement in Two-Stage Reactive Polymer
Networks
Lewis M. Cox,* Adrienne K. Blevins, Jasper A. Drisko, Yuan Qi, Yifu Ding,
Callie I. Fiedler-Higgins, Rong Long, Christopher N. Bowman, and Jason P. Killgore
Using simple and inexpensive processing methodologies afforded by two-
stage reactive polymer networks (TSRPs) tunable mechanical anisotropy is
displayed, defect-independent guiding of cohesive fracture paths through soft
material is demonstrated for the first time, and bio-inspired microstructures
are shown to enable performance enhancement beyond what is anticipated
by the rule-of-mixtures in composites. The ability to pattern rubbery (stage I)
and glassy (stage II) domains within a TSRP using photomasks and UV light
is investigated through atomic force microscope (AFM) nanomechanical
mapping techniques. AFM modulus mapping shows that the resulting
stiffness anisotropy between stage I and stage II regions is length scale
dependent. A gradient interface in elastic modulus between stage I and stage
II materials is observed and, when patterned with an angled stage I pathway,
the gradient interface exhibits remarkable resilience during failure, repeatedly
deflecting cracks away from stage II regions, even while turning cracks at
angles up to 135� When stage I and stage II domains are patterned in a
nacre-inspired microstructure, toughening beyond rule-of-mixtures’ prediction
is observed.
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Photopolymers enable a vast range of
applications such as low-cost rapid proto-
typing,[1] smart optics,[2] tunable surface
topographies,[3–5] and tissue engineering
for regenerative medicine.[6,7] In recent
years, the importance of photopolymers
has grown significantly as additive
manufacturing (AM) techniques have en-
abled facile fabrication of three-dimension-
ally complex parts. A challenging goal of
modern AM techniques, and photo-printed
polymer parts in general, is controlling
mechanical heterogeneity and interlayer
adhesion in multi-material printed parts.
Current methods for creating mechanical
heterogeneity require exchange of precur-
sor baths or extrusion filaments. In
additively manufactured parts as well as
traditional engineering composites, poor
interfacial adhesion and interlayer bonding
introduce mechanical weaknesses that
concentrate stress and nucleate crack
formation.[8,9] Printing spatially controlled
mechanical heterogeneities with robust
interfaces will provide a new degree of control within polymer
and composite fabrication, allowing them to impact a range of
applications such as soft robotics, flexible electronics, bio-
mimetic materials, and consumer products.

An emerging class of photopolymers with the potential to
create mechanically heterogeneous structures from a single
resin are known as two-stage reactive polymer networks
(TSRPs).[10] TSRPs are characterized by a two-step series of
orthogonal reactions that enable spatial control over cross-
linking density within a continuous polymer network. TSRPs
employ a flexible “click” reaction[11] that polymerizes a liquid
resin into a rubbery network (stage I) at ambient conditions
while the subsequent free-radical photopolymerization trans-
forms the material into a higher modulus glass (stage II).
Previous work showed that the difference between the stage I
and stage II material properties is easily tuned by altering the
material formulation.[10] The processing methodology of TSRPs
allows spatial patterning of rubbery and glassy domains. Recent
work has demonstrated that both polymerization steps are
spatially controlled using different wavelengths of light,[12] and
stage II polymerization is carried out in as little as milli-
seconds,[13] positioning the material for integration into AM
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platforms. Indeed, the very first AM platforms employing two
wavelength’s to print heterogeneous structures from a single
resin vat by activating orthogonal polymerization reactions have
recently been reported.[14,15] Despite standing on the precipice of
widespread impact, the tunable and patternable mechanical
behavior promised by TSRPs remains almost completely
unexplored. Accordingly, in this work we demonstrate the
flexibility in material performance obtainable in TSRP films
using simple processing methodologies. Specifically, program-
mable mechanical anisotropy is investigated, defect-indepen-
dent crack guiding through soft material is demonstrated for the
first time, and bio-inspired microstructures are shown to enable
performance enhancement beyond what is anticipated by the
rule-of-mixtures. The results provide a framework to control
mechanical performance of the next generation of
photopolymers.

While numerous formulations are employed to synthesize
TSRPs of different properties, here inexpensive and readily
available monomers with a constant off-stoichiometry is used.
We implement the thiol-acrylate Michael addition reaction[16–18]

and employ a single monomer formulation to simplify
characterization of mechanical performance. A multifunctional
thiol, pentaerythritol tetrakis(3-mercaptopropionate) (PETMP),
is mixed with a 1:2 functional group excess of trimethylolpro-
pane triacrylate (TMPTA). Triethyl amine (TEA, 0.08wt%)
initiates a self-limiting, stoichiometric reaction between the
thiol and acrylate functional groups, leaving the excess acrylate
functional groups unreacted but covalently tethered to the
polymer network,[10] Figure 1A. Measured at low frequency
(1Hz) the resulting material is a rubbery stage I film (thickness
t¼ 82� 7 μm, Young’s modulus E¼ 2.5MPa� 1.3MPa, glass
transition temperature Tg¼–1 �C� 3 �C) with properties deter-
mined by dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA, TA Instruments
Q800).
Figure 1. A) The oligomer precursors PETMP and TMPTA are mixed with a
polymerization has completed, the excess, unreacted acrylate groups rem
homopolymerized upon UV exposure, with spatial control (C), using the ph
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Photoinitiator present in the stage I material (2,2-dimethoxy-
2-phenylacetophenone, 1wt%) is photocleaved with UV light to
generate free radicals, initiating homopolymerization of the
excess acrylate groups and generating a spatially controlled
highly cross-linked stage II material (E¼ 1.2GPa� 0.9GPa,
Tg¼ 56 �C� 2 �C), Figure 1B. Volumetric shrinkages in the
range of 4% have been reported during stage II polymerization
in TSRPs employing a 1:2 functional group excess.[19]

Experimentally, we laminate the stage I films directly onto an
etched-chrome photomask, place a neutral density filter on the
opposite side of the film, and expose the film to UV light (300–
400 nm wavelength, 10mWcm�2 intensity for 3min) through
the chrome mask, Figure 1C. An index matching oil (Type LDF,
Cargille Labs) is layered between the underside of the film and
the neutral density filter to mitigate phenomena that disrupt the
ability to replicate the mask geometry onto the polymer film,
such as light scattering, reflection, and oxygen diffusion since
contact is not intimate between the film and filter.

Samples are cured using a photomask etched with 1:1 line-
space grating patterns. To understand this phenomenon,
spatially resolved mechanical properties of patterned TSRPs
are investigated for the first time. An atomic force microscope
(AFM, Cypher, Asylum Research) is used in fast force mapping
(FFM)mode to measure the elastic modulus along the surface of
the film after removing the photomask. AFM modulus
measurements are analyzed using a Hertzian contact mechanics
model. Line-space patterns with widths of 100, 10, and 5 μm are
used during exposures and the resulting AFM scans show
distinct, mechanical heterogeneity with micron-scale pattern
resolution, Figure 2A (color bars presented in log-scale
throughout the paper). Modulus variations moving from the
UV-exposed, stage II region to the unexposed regions are plotted
in Figure 2B. The elastic modulus of the stage I domain is
measured at an elevated frequency in FFM and is 9.7� 0.3MPa,
2:1 acrylate:thiol functional group off stoichiometry. After TEA-mediated
ain tethered to the network (B) that can be subsequently free-radical
otoinitiator DMPA.
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Figure 2. A) AFM fast force mapping of films after photopatterning shows clear elastic modulus patterns along the film surface. B) Themodulus profiles
moving between the UV-exposed and mask-shaded areas are dependent upon the pattern length scale. C) Line patterns are oriented at various angles
relative to the loading direction and compared to theoretical predictions, demonstrating clear anisotropy. D) Film cross-sections exhibit good pattern
uniformity throughout the thickness of the film. Color scale corresponds to both (A) and (D).
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which differs from the Young’s modulus reported above, but is
in line with 100Hz DMA measurements of storage modulus,
Table S1, Supporting Information. The 1:1 line:space mask
pattern is not perfectly replicated on the surface as the 10 and
5 μm patterns exhibit a line-broadening effect with 1:0.8 and
1:0.7 line:space ratios, respectively. Notably, the moduli in the
masked areas are dependent upon the length scale of the pattern.
As the pattern size shrinks, the elastic modulus in the areas
shaded by the chrome mask increases. A multiple order-of-
magnitude variation in modulus is achieved across the 100 μm
patterns, where the shaded areas retain the initial stage I
modulus during and after the stage II regions’ exposure. This
contrasts with the single-order-of-magnitude variation seen
across the 5 μm pattern, indicating that partial polymerization
has occurred in the masked area, resulting in a leathery
intermediate material. This phenomenon is attributed to the
increased rates of O2 gas consumption as smaller features are
employed. Oxygen inhibits free radical acrylate homopolyme-
rization through radical scavenging.[20,21] Increasing the surface
area of interfaces between exposed and shaded regions results in
more rapid consumption of oxygen throughout the network.
This consumption, in turn, enables minor amounts of light
scattering and free radical diffusion to partially cure shaded
regions. Orienting the line-patterned films at various angles
relative to a tensile load in a dynamic mechanical analyzer
(DMA) and measuring stiffness, anisotropy is readily observed,
Figure 2C. Laminate theory, Equations (S1)–(S4), forces
agreement at orientation angles of 0� and 90�, and shows
excellent prediction of material behavior at the intermediate
angles. Following Equations (S1)–(S6), the anisotropic response
Adv. Eng. Mater. 2019, 1900578 1900578 (
could be tuned by modulating the volume fraction of the two
phases through changes to the line:space ratio.

An important feature of Figure 2B is the manifestation of a 1
to 2 μm modulus gradient spanning the interface between the
exposed and shaded areas. Formation of an interface at this
length scale is likely due to shrinkage of the illuminated domains
during the second stage free-radical polymerization, the same
phenomenon affecting the fidelity of replication of the mask
geometry. In traditional engineering composites the interface
between material phases present physical discontinuities in
elastic modulus that concentrate stress and act as a primary locus
for structural failure.[9,22,23] This ubiquitous weakness is clearly
absent in patterned TSRP heterostructures leading to benefits
illustrated later in this work. In macroscopic systems, interfaces
toughened through interpenetration of mechanically heteroge-
neous networks has demonstrated crack trapping capabilities
that impart fatigue resistance not dependent upon energy
dissipation.[24] While the term “interface” is applied to TSRPs
throughout this manuscript, it should be noted its usage is
unusual. Despite the emergence of clear mechanical heteroge-
neity, the entire TSRP heterostructure is comprised of one large,
covalently interconnected molecule, as is typical of thermosets.
Interface is used here to describe the spatial transitions in
mechanical properties within a single molecular network. To
evaluate the uniformity of these surface patterns throughout the
thickness of the film, a cryo-ultramicrotome (Leica, EM FC7) is
used to generate a flat cross-section of the films required for
accurate FFM. FFM measurements performed on the cross-
section of the 100 μm line-space pattern show that this simple
processing methodology provides good pattern uniformity
© 2019 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim3 of 8)
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throughout the film’s volume, Figure 2D. Film thickness is kept
at this length scale throughout the work to facilitate AFM
characterization of heterogeneities throughout film volumes.
While previous work has shown UV curing of stage II materials
can extend to macroscopic length scales,[10] evolution of this
interface morphology at macroscopic depths remains an open
area of interest.

With spatial modulus control and a gradient interface, TSRPs
offer a new paradigm to control material failure in addition to
elastic response. In soft materials the study of crack propaga-
tion,[25–29] instabilities,[30,31] and deflection[32] has advanced
considerably in recent years, but guiding cohesive failure along
predetermined pathways is elusive in soft matter. In rigid
materials crack guiding phenomenon has been demonstrated,
but requires the controlled generation of structural defects.[33,34]

In contrast, biomaterials with three-dimensional material
structure, such as glass sponges, leverage the ability to impose
tortuous crack pathways as a tougheningmechanism.[35,36] Here,
TSRPs exhibit the ability to guide cohesive failure along
predetermined pathways for the first time in soft materials,
without the need for defect introduction. Rubbery pathways,
1mm wide with turn angles ranging from 60� to 135� are
patterned with corresponding photomasks (inset Figure 3A),
which results in successful crack guiding along each of the
engineered pathways, Figure S2, Supporting Information. No
pre-crack is implemented and failure spontaneously nucleates
and propagates within the stage I pathways. The extreme of these
experiments, which creates a stage I pathway executing a 135�

turn as it bisects an otherwise stage II sample, is shown in
Figure 3A, photomask inset. A static strain ramp of 3%/min,
loading vertically with respect to the orientation of Figure 3A, is
imposed until sample failure. The results present a novel degree
of control over fracture topology in a continuous polymer
network. For context, crack deflection and bifurcation have been
shown to turn cracks at angles near 90� in soft materials,[32] but
this degree of crack angling has never been demonstrated under
unidirectional loading conditions. Interestingly, even if a notch
is introduced into the glassy, stage II region above the stage I
pathway, when loaded in tension the crack quickly propagates
into the stage I pathway and continues guiding as for unnotched
cases, Figure S3, Supporting Information.

FFM along the fracture path shows that Mode I failure
remains within the stage I material and avoids contacting the
interface even when it rounds the lower corner of the pathway,
Figure 3B. Once the crack reaches the back edge of the stage I
pathway angled at 135�, it propagates toward the interface, is
arrested and moves back out prior to ever contacting the stage II
material, Figure 3C, a phenomenon that repeats until the top
corner is navigated by the crack. This mixed-mode failure creates
a scalloped fracture surface with small cracks projecting outward
from the scallop apex towards the interface. Strikingly, the
projected crack remains fully inside the rubbery stage I material
and, while the scallop morphology varies slightly along the
interface, the crack is never observed to reach within 2.5μm of
the interface edge, where the modulus begins to rise. The way
dissipative regimes interact withmechanical heterogeneities and
enable cracks to “sense” structure at a distance is poorly
understood and Figure 3C provides a unique visualization of this
phenomenon.[28] The absence of crack nucleation or
Adv. Eng. Mater. 2019, 1900578 1900578 (
entrenchment along the interface throughout the guiding
behavior highlights the robustness of the continuous interface.
Weak interfaces present in traditional engineering hybrid
structures and all layer-by-layer additive manufacturing techni-
ques serve as a primary locus for crack nucleation and
entrenchment, a phenomenon which is circumvented here
and can be leveraged as acrylate resins continue to be developed
for additive manufacturing techniques.[37–39] The ability to guide
cohesive failure along complex pathways enables predictability
of crack nucleation zones, failure modes, and control over
fracture topology.

This crack guiding behavior is governed by intrinsic material
properties (e.g., fracture toughness, failure stress) as well as
structural effects (e.g., geometry, loading conditions). If the
width of the rubbery pathway were negligible with respect to the
overall path geometry, the ability to guide cracks would be
completely governed by intrinsic material properties, modeled
as,[33]

cos2
θ

2
>

KStage 1
IC

KStage 2
IC

ð1Þ

where θ is an arbitrary guiding angle and KIC is the fracture
toughness of the two homogeneous material stages present in
the heterostructure. This criterion indicates that a crack can be
expected to follow an angled pathway if its fracture toughness is
sufficiently lower than that of the surrounding media. However,
as the width of the programmed pathway is 1mm, variations in
the stress field will evolve as the crack propagates. These
variations have been modeled and used to simulate crack
propagation through the rubbery pathway under the assumption
that the crack moves perpendicular to the direction of maximum
principal stress, Figure 3D (modeling details in Supporting
Information). The model captures how variations in the stress
field guide the crack through initial stages of propagation,
including the bend around the lower corner. Upon approaching
the back edge of the rubbery pathway, Figure 3C, a complex
interplay between the extrinsic structural effects and intrinsic
material properties arise and no theory exists to adequately
model this behavior.[28] TSRPs offer a new platform to provide
insights to complex fracture phenomena.

Additional control of structural failure throughout the 135�

pathway is obtained by engineering complex mechanical
heterogeneity through the film thickness. Through-thickness
structural variation is achieved by modifying material formula-
tion and processing conditions during UV illumination. To
achieve a through-thickness modulus gradient, 0.4wt% photo-
inhibitor (Tinuvin 328, BASF) is added to the formulation. The
final structure is comprised of a stage IImodulus at the top of the
film that gradually decreases through the thickness until the
stage I modulus is reached at the bottom of the film, the
resulting photoinhibited gradient (PIG) in modulus obtained
from FFM along the cross-section is shown in Figure 3E. Further
structural complexity is obtained without such modifications to
material formulation by altering boundary conditions around
the film during UV exposure. For example, introducing an air
gap between the lower surface and the neutral density filter
results in significantly more light scattering and reflection,
enabling light to reach volumes shaded fromUVexposure by the
© 2019 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim4 of 8)
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Figure 3. A) A crack nucleates within the stage I domain and is guided through a photopatterned pathway with a 135� turn angle. B) FFM map overlaid
on an optical image shows how Mode 1 fracture propagates laterally without becoming entrenched along the mechanical interface and navigate around
the turn angle. C) The crack oscillates towards and away from the interface as it climbs the back turn of the Stage I pathway exhibiting jagged, mixed
mode failure that avoids contacting the Stage II material. D) A snapshot of crack growth in the Stage 1 material. Red arrows represent the direction and
magnitude of the principal stress. Initially, crack propagates horizontally due to the nearly uniform and vertical maximum principal stress. When it
approaches the 135-degree corner, the distribution of the maximum principal stress, determined by the local geometry, causes the crack path to bend
upwards. E) Control over material composition and structure through the thickness of the film is achieved by photoinhibition, generating a gray-scale
modulus that gradually transitions from a Stage II material to a Stage I material. More complex through-thickness structure can be realized by
implementing an air gap along the lower surface of the film, allowing enhanced light scattering and oxygen inhibition to generate complex three-phase
modulus profiles both in exposed and masked regions (F). The more complex grayscale and three-phase profiles manifest a crack arrest phenomenon
that is not observed in the simple bilayer system (G). Color bar applies to (B) through (F).

www.advancedsciencenews.com www.aem-journal.com
photomask. Additionally, the gap facilitates oxygen diffusion into
the polymer network, which inhibits free radical polymerization
throughout regions within the film.[38,40] The through-thickness
modulus of the resulting O2-inhibited light-scattered structure
(OILS) is displayed in Figure 3F. In this sample, volumes directly
exposed toUVachieve a glassy, stage IImodulus throughmost of
the film thickness, but within 8 μm of the bottom surface oxygen
inhibits the acrylate homopolymerization, maintaining a thin
layer of stage I material. In shaded volumes, partial homo-
polymerization is indicated by the presence of leathery material
with a modulus on the order of 100MPa. The intensity of light in
shaded regions is significantly lower than in exposed regions,
Adv. Eng. Mater. 2019, 1900578 1900578 (
reducing reaction rates and allowing oxygen to diffuse farther
into the network, inhibiting polymerization. The greater the
distance from regions where UV penetrates the film, the further
away from the lower surface oxygen can inhibit polymerization
in shaded regions, creating the concave stage I shape in
Figure 3F. The architectures presented here offer unique
abilities to interact with and control the paths of propagating
cracks. Compared with the previously presented bilayer
structure, which undergoes a rapid, guided failure around the
135� turn after crack nucleation, both the PIG and OILS
architectures demonstrate crack arresting behavior, while still
successfully guiding the crack path, Figure 3G. After crack
© 2019 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim5 of 8)
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nucleation, there is a period of rapid lateral translation until the
crack encounters the back edge of the 135� angled pathway, at
which point the arresting phenomenon is observed until the
displacement becomes such that the crack slowly propagates
along the angled portion of the pathway and rounds the top
corner, where rapid lateral translation again occurs. The three-
phase structure exhibits a significantly higher effective stiffness
than the other two structures during tensile loading as the crack
pathway bisecting the structure is no longer a pure stage I
material and is spanned by the higher modulus, leathery
material.

In modern advanced materials a key challenge, beyond
control of fracture topology, is leveraging structural control to
extrinsically toughen materials and outperform rule-of-mixtures
predictions from the constituent phases.[41,42] A natural example
of such performance enhancement is nacre, a biomaterial that
possesses a tessellated brick-and-mortar structure that imparts
defect tolerance and crack shielding mechanisms, resulting in a
fracture toughness orders of magnitude greater than its
constitutive components.[43–45] Here, a photomask etched with
a nacre-inspired, brick and mortar pattern similar in structure to
geometries used in existing literature,[46] Figure 4A, is used to
process the TSRP. Bricks are represented by white space and the
mortar by the black line. Mortar represents 8% of the shaded
area fraction of the mask pattern and, per Figure 2D, it is
reasonable to extrapolate this as the resulting volume fraction in
cured films. The bricks correspond to UV-exposed areas and the
mortar corresponds to masked areas. Bricks in the resulting
films are comprised of stage II TSRPmaterial and have a 1� flare
angle to mimic the natural waviness of nacre bricks. The length
scale of the pattern is varied in separate specimens and the
overall tensile toughness and Young’s modulus are determined,
Figure 4B. Tensile toughness, calculated as area under the stress
vs strain curve, is reported in lieu of traditional fracture
toughness. We report in this manner since the length scale of
heterogeneous patterns is significantly larger than the 16mm
Figure 4. A) Tessellated brick-and-mortar patterns inspired by nacre are pat
compared to the values anticipated by composite rule-of-mixtures, acknowled
pattern length scale.

Adv. Eng. Mater. 2019, 1900578 1900578 (
radius of curvature of a crack tip just before propagation,
estimated from[28]

ρ � Gc=E ð2Þ

where Gc and E are the Mode-I fracture energy and Young’s
modulus of the stage I material (Table S1), leaving us unable to
justify the assumption of homogeneity necessary for fracture
toughness calculations. Depicted in Figure 4A, the tensile load is
applied along the length of the bricks. As initially presented in
Figure 2A and B, the modulus of the shaded (mortar) regions is
dependent upon the length scale of the features and the mortar
in the smallest patterns has a significantly higher modulus than
the mortar in the larger pattern geometries. Accordingly, there
are four different rule-of-mixture predictions drawn in
Figure 4B that connect the performance of the monolithic stage
II bricks to the properties of the mortar material relevant to the
pattern length scale. Monolithic samples with similar material
properties to the mortar are obtained by partially curing stage I
films with varied UV exposure times and subjecting them to
static strain tensile ramps to obtain toughness values. Patterned
data that falls below the line of similar color (e.g., red triangle
corresponds with red line) underperform the rule-of-mixtures,
while data residing above its respective line exceeds rule-of-
mixture’s prediction. For the two largest pattern sizes where the
brick lengths (L) are 2 and 1mm the mortar is comprised of the
compliant stage I material, which exhibits both an inferior
toughness and Young’s modulus compared to the stage II bricks.
The two resulting patterned materials greatly underperform the
rule-of-mixtures, exhibiting only 16 and 18% of the toughness
anticipated for their respective Young’s moduli. For patterns
with brick lengths of 0.4 and 0.2mm the mortar lines are 10 and
5 μm wide, respectively, which imparts the elevated moduli of
leathery intermediates shown in Figure 2A and B. The smallest
pattern size presents the only structure able to outperform the
rule-of-mixtures, producing a toughness that is 185% of the
terned into films using varied length scales. B)The resulting toughness is
ging that the material properties of the mortar will vary depending on the

© 2019 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim6 of 8)
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anticipated value. Two factors likely bolstering the performance
of the smallest pattern size are the brick aspect ratios and the
pattern size relative to the length scale of potential crack tips.
Regarding the former, the photomask pattern is scaled down
proportionally, but the film (and therefore brick) thickness
remains constant. Previous work has shown the thickness of the
bricks can greatly impact material performance.[46] The overall
size of the smallest pattern may drop to a length scale similar to
that of a potential crack tip radius. This would facilitate crack
bridging, a toughening mechanism known to reduce stress
concentrations around cracks and defects present in similarly
structures materials.[47] It is clear that tessellated structural
patterns are either detrimental or advantageous to material
performance and that the flexible processing underlying TSRPs
provides a unique platform for further investigations into this
phenomenon.

In conclusion, the control over mechanical performance
offered by TSRPs is impressive, especially considering the
processing simplicity. We report patterning with increasing
complexity from line-gratings, to angles, to a bio-inspired nacre-
like structure, with separate control over the through-thickness
heterogeneity also possible. When printing line-grating patterns,
the resulting stiffness anisotropy was found to be length scale
dependent. Nanomechanical mapping indicated a modulus
gradient interface between stage I and stage II materials, with a
higher degree of cure in the masked regions of smaller pattern
features versus larger. When patterned with an angled stage I
pathway, the gradient interface exhibited remarkable resilience
during failure, repeatedly deflecting cracks away from stage II,
even at angles up to 135�. Such large angle guiding has never
been achieved in the cohesive fracture of soft materials. By
tuning the through-thickness conversion of the polymer,
leathery intermediate domains were introduced, resulting in
crack arresting behavior and enhanced toughness at the same
135� angle. The programmed heterogenieties are then incorpo-
rated into a nacre-inspired tessellated brick-and-mortar micro-
structure. Varying the size of the pattern features allowed for
toughening beyond rule-of-mixtures’ prediction when the
smallest pattern features were employed. Moving forward,
TSRPs provide a novel system for scientific investigation of
fracture in heterogenous structures without the hindrance of
crack nucleation or entrenchment along weak interfaces. The
facile programming of heterogeneity and accompanying resil-
ient interfaces can be leveraged to optimize fracture and
performance of future acrylate photopolymers as they are
developed.
Experimental Section
Film Synthesis: Pentaerythritol tetrakis(3-mercaptopropionate) (PETMP)
is mixed with a 1:2 functional group excess of trimethylolpropane
triacrylate (TMPTA). Triethyl amine (TEA, 0.08 wt%) is used as the catalyst
for the first stage reaction and the photoinitiator 2,2-Dimethoxy-2-
phenylacetophenone (DMPA, 1wt%) is used to initiate the second stage
reaction. Both TEA and DMPA were dissolved in PETMP prior to mixing
with TMPTA. After adding TMPTA the mixture was vigorously stirred for
several minutes, then cast onto glass slides and allowed to cure overnight.
While nucleophilic catalysts have been shown to initiate and complete the
Michael addition reaction quickly and efficiently, TEA was chosen for the
Adv. Eng. Mater. 2019, 1900578 1900578 (
control it affords over the initial rate of the reaction,[15] allowing more
processing time to cast the mixture.
Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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